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Extensions to Existing Colleges

3.12 In addition to the development sites / areas listed out above the
University have also considered the potential for smaller scale
extensions to existing Colleges across the campus as a means of
delivering additional student residences.

3.13 However, there are a number of practical difficulties with achieving
the additional bed spaces required by the University in this way
including:

• Extending and / or refurbishing an existing building is
generally more complicated than a new-build as any
proposals are to some degree constrained by the existing
structure, fabric and services.

• Extending and / or refurbishing existing buildings would
require improvements to the existing accommodation
under Part L of the Building Regulations (known as
'consequential improvement') which would significantly
increase the scope of works and associated costs.

• Extending and / or refurbishing existing buildings could be
disruptive to existing residents and result in loss of
accommodation during the construction process.

Extending and / or refurbishing existing buildings would not
provide sufficient new student residences to meet the
University's requirements.

3.14 In light of these logistical and cost constraints combined with the
limited ability of extensions / refurbishment to meet the
University's accommodation requirements, this has not been
pursued as a means of meeting the project brief objectives.
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Site Name / Ref:

Site Location:

Site Area (ha):

Site Description:

Planning Designations:

'Land to the North of Innovation Centre'

'Land to the north of Innovation Centre' (REF: A9)

Easting / Northing

8.8 ha

This site comprises mainly undeveloped land to the north of the Innovation Centre although the north-
eastern part of the site is currently being developed for student residences as an extension to Keynes
College.

'University Boundary'

'Area of High Landscape Value'

'Business Innovation Development'
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PROJECT BRIEF CONSIDERATIONS

Capacity

Logistics and
Deliverability

This is a large area of land which in physical terms has the capacity to accommodate a significant amount of
development. However, the site is safeguarded in the Canterbury Local Plan for the 'Business Innovation Centre'.
The UoK is currently developing circa. 500 additional student bedrooms in the north-eastern part of the site which has
already reduced the overall site area available for business development and there is minimal / no capacity to develop
the area for non-employment uses.

This area is safeguarded in the Canterbury Local Plan for the 'Business Innovation Centre' development and so the
prospects of achieving planning permission for non-employment uses is considered unlikely unless appropriate
compensatory measures could be provided.

Part of the site is also used as a sports / playing field which would need to be re-provided on a like for like basis if the
area was redeveloped.
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PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Ecology &
Nature

Landscape &
Visual Impact

Cultural Heritage
& Archaeology

Water &
Hydrology

Transport &
Traffic

Air Quality,
Noise &
Vibration
Socio-Economic

Given the managed nature of this site / area the land has limited value from a nature and ecology perspective.

This is a highly visible area of land and any development is likely to have an impact on the Area of Special Landscape
Value, including views of the campus from the City Centre. However, it is noted that the Adopted Canterbury Local
Plan anticipates built development on this area.

There are no identified cultural heritage / archaeological constraints associated with redeveloping this area.

There are no identified flooding or hydrological constraints associated with redeveloping this site / area.

The site / area is well served by existing bus infrastructure and is within easy walking distance of the centre of campus
and reasonable walking distance to the City Centre.

There are no identified air-quality, noise or vibration constraints associated with redevelopment this site / area

The provision of new accommodation in this area could offer wider socio / economic benefits for Canterbury and the
location of the site next to the Innovation Centre would maximise the potential opportunities afforded by the hotel /
conference centre.

Given its location development would have minimal impact upon existing residential areas beyond the campus
boundary.
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